
Промежуточная аттестация для учащихся 8 класса 

Демоверсия 

 

1. Прочитайте текст и вставьте вместо каждого пропуска нужную грамматическую 

форму, выбрав её из списка. Ответ занесите в таблицу 

I am your mother 

Joyce is 24 years old. She has a baby daughter, but she can’t take care of A____ baby. The 

government takes Joyce’s baby and B____ her to another family. Joyce never forgets her daughter. For 

20 years Joyce looks for her. She can ’t find her. She doesn’t know her daughter’s new name. She 

doesn’t know her daughter’s address. When Joyce is 44 years old, she gets a job at a C____ store. 

A young woman works with Joyce at the store. The young D____ name is Tammy. Tammy and 

Joyce are friends. One day at work Tammy begins to cry. “What’s the matter?” Joyce asks Tammy. 

“I’m looking for my birthmother and I can’t find her. I have only E____ photo. See? This is me when I 

was a baby.” Tammy shows Joyce the photo. Joyce looks at the photo for a long time. “Tammy,” Joyce 

says. “I think I'm your birth mother.” 

  

  

A 1) she 2) her 3) hers 4) herself 

B 1) gave 2) gives 3) is giving 4) has given 

C 1) small 2) smaller 3) smallest 4) the smallest 

D 1) waman 2) women's 3) woman's 4) women 

E 1) those 2) that 3) these 4) this 

 

A B C D E 

     

 

 

2. Подберите верный перевод. Ответ занесите в таблицу. 

 

1.ugly A  обрушиться 

2. flood B  примерять 

3. to collapse C  гуманитарная наука 

4. homelessness D  сваренный 

5. wool E  уродливый 

6. accountant F  шерсть 

7. social science G  наводнение 

8. baker H  открывать 

9. boiled I  бухгалтер 

10. earthquake J  пекарня 

11. try on K  землетрясение 

12. discover L  бездомность 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

            

 



3. Выберите предложение в пассивном залоге с тем же значением. 

1. They will post the letters when the ship arrives at the port. 

a) The letters will be posted by them when the ship arrives at the port. 

b) The letters are posted by them when the ship arrives at the port. 

c) The letters were posted by them when the ship arrives at the port. 

2. People will buy items like this everywhere. 

a) Items like this were bought by people everywhere. 

b) Items like this are bought by people everywhere. 

c) Items like this will be bought by people everywhere. 

3. Someone broke the window last night. 

a) The window will be broken by someone last night. 

b) The window is broken by someone last night. 

c) The window was broken by someone last night. 

4. People make cheese from milk. 

a) Cheese is made from milk. 

b) Cheese was made from milk. 

c) Cheese will be made from milk. 

5. Alexander Fleming discovered penicillin in the 20th century. 

a) Penicillin will be discovered by Alexander Fleming in the 20th century. 

b)  Penicillin is discovered by Alexander Fleming in the 20th century. 

c) Penicillin was discovered by Alexander Fleming in the 20th century. 

 

4. Установите соответствие между текстами и их темами, выбрав тему из 

выпадающего списка. Используйте каждую тему только один раз. В задании одна 

тема лишняя. Ответ занесите в таблицу 

 

1.  Celebrations 

2.  Food 

3.  Travelling 

4.  Geography 

5.  Animal facts 

6.  Weather 

  

A. Russia consists of several continental zones. For example, in the north winters are long and 

harsh, in some places there is lots of snow fall and temperatures fall below −40 degrees Celsius. These 

winters are normal, not only in the northern regions of the country but evenin the Far East. Summers in 

these areas don’t even see three warm months out of the year. 

  

B. Choose the incredible New Year tours to cold Lapland, which are the perfect combination of 

comfort and adventure. They are ideal for those who may be new to husky sledding orwinter holidays. 

You will enjoy the beauty of Laplandas you drive your own dog sled team through landscapes including 

huge mountains, mysterious forests, deserted tundra andfrozen lakes. 

  

C. You may not know this, but Finlandhas a very interesting diversity of local dishes. Fish and meat 

are important ingredients in some areas, and oats, berries, and milk are common in other regions. An 

iconic Finnish dish visitors should try, especially in the summer, is “grillimakkara”, which are large 

grilled sausages eaten with mustard. They are delicious. 



  

D. The New Year is one of the most important holidays on the Russian calendar. New Year in 

Russia is a time for being together with family and friends, for gift giving, decorating theNew Year tree, 

and watching and setting off fireworks. Midnight is, by tradition, marked bylistening to the Russian 

Federation President’s greeting and Kremlin bells chime. 

  

E. The Siberian Husky is a beautiful dog with a thick coat that comes in a multitude of coloursand 

markings. Their blue or multi-coloured eyes add to the appeal of this breed, whichoriginated in Siberia. 

It is easy to see why many people are enchanted by the Husky, but beaware that this athletic, intelligent 

dog can be independent and challenging for first-time dog owners. 
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